Abstract-We propose a decision feedback (DFB) receiver at the relay of a two-phase (2P) two-way relay (TWR) communication system that employs pilotless orthogonal modulation (such as frequency-shift keying) in the uplink and physical-layer network coding over finite field in the downlink. The proposed relay receiver is able to attain a performance very close to that of an ideal coherent detector in the presence of time-selective Rayleigh fading and additive white Gaussian noise in the uplinks. It exploits the fact that when the uplink symbols from the users are different, then the fading gains affecting these symbols can be separated and individually tracked at the relay. In essence, the proposed receiver performs random channel sounding although no actual pilots are transmitted. The channel estimates obtained this way can then be subsequently used in a coherent detector to improve the reliability of the relay detected data. To ensure fast convergence, we propose to kick start the DFB receiver using a partial-coherent detector developed earlier by the authors. We compare the performance of the proposed system against a similar 2P-TWR system that employs differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) in the uplink and DFB multiple-symbol differential detection at the relay. We found that the proposed pilotless orthogonal modulation system can actually attain a significantly lower bit error rate (BER) than its DPSK counterpart. For static fading and a BER of 10 −3 , the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap between the two approaches is 1 dB in the binary case and 8 dB in the quaternary case. These gaps increase further with time-selective fading.
for a cooperative communication system with a single alwaysactive relay, two transmission phases are required to transport one unit of data from the source node to the receiving node (bilateral communication would require twice as many). In other words, the transmission rate of a cooperative communication system, i.e., η, is half that of conventional noncooperative transmission. One approach to reduce this rate loss is through the use of selective relaying [5] . In such a system, a relay is only active when necessary, thus avoiding any redundant use of the channel. Another approach to reduce the number of transmission phases is to use two-way relaying (TWR) [6] , whereby mutual interferences in the signals from/to two bilaterally communicating users are tolerated instead of avoided.
TWR networks can be classified according to the number of transmission phases and the type of signal mixing that occurs at the relay. For example, a decode-and-forward (DaF)-based three-phase (3P) TWR scheme employing bit-level network coding [7] is proposed in [8] , whereas an amplify-and-forward (AaF)-based 3P-TWR scheme is considered in [9] . These schemes have the commonality that the uplink signals from the two users to the relay do not mutually interfere. It is only in the downlink (relay to users) that their signals are mixed. The transmission rate of these schemes is two units of data per three transmission phases, or η = 2/3.
In two-phase (2P) TWR networks, both mutual interference in the uplinks and signal mixing in the downlink are allowed so that the transmission rate is restored to η = 1 (two data units over two transmission phases). Because of properties of electromagnetic waves, the two uplink signals are naturally added when they arrive at the relay. Physical-layer network coding (PNC) is used to generate the downlink mixed signal [10] [11] [12] from the superimposed waveform. As in the case of three-phase networks, the relay can choose to adopt either AaF or DaF for this purpose. In the literature, the former approach is sometimes referred to as analog networking coding (see, for example, [13] ), whereas the latter is referred to as PNC over finite field (see, for example, [14] ). If channel state information (CSI) is available, for example, via embedded pilot symbols, then the useful data in the received downlink signal in an AaF-based TWR network can be detected at the users' terminals using self-interference cancelation followed by coherent detection. Similarly, a DaF-based relay can use a coherent multiuser detector to properly select a quantized 0018-9545 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
symbol that enables the two users to detect each other's data at their terminals. References that address the training and channel estimation issues in pilot-based coherent detectors for TWR communications can be found, for example, in [15] and [16] . If CSI is not available, then differential detection [17] [18] [19] can be used instead. This latter approach does not require the transmission of pilots and is relatively simple to implement. However, its performance is generally worse than that provided by the pilot-aided approach and is only applicable to phaseshift keying (PSK) modulations. A third approach is to employ blind or semiblind channel estimation and detection (see, for example, [20] [21] [22] ). This type of detectors typically requires a fair amount of processing at the relay, although its performance can be substantially better than differential detection. This paper focuses on the detection of pilotless uplink signals at the relay of a DaF-based 2P-TWR network. We choose DaF over AaF because, as pointed out in [10] , denoise-andforward [12] , which is a form of DaF-based 2P-TWR, has a higher sum rate than AaF-based 2P-TWR. On a similar note, we prefer pilotless transmission because it does not require any overhead for channel estimation. Rather than investigating the more common PSK modulation [17] , [19] , this paper focuses on orthogonal modulations such as frequency-shift keying (FSK). Intuitively, the higher signal dimensionality in orthogonal modulations is more compatible with the multipleaccess nature of PNC than PSK. While noncoherent detection of FSK in DaF-based TWR networks has also been considered in [23] and [24] , these works do not provide any strategy to fully exploit the orthogonal property in FSK. Furthermore, the current investigation considers time-selective Rayleigh fading with unknown amplitude and phase, whereas the work in [23] is restricted to an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and the work in [24] assumes static fading amplitudes. This work is actually motivated by our earlier investigation in [25] , where we devise a partial-coherent detector for binary orthogonal modulations that provides a 3-dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over noncoherent detection without using any pilot. However, there is still a large 7-dB gap between the partial-coherent detector and an ideal coherent detector. The primary objective of this investigation is to design a detector that closes this gap by fully exploiting the orthogonal property in the modulation. A secondary objective is to compare this new detector for orthogonal modulations with the multiplesymbol differential detector (MSDD) [17] for differential PSK (DPSK) modulations. As will be shown in Section IV, with proper receiver processing, DaF-based 2P-TWR with pilotless orthogonal modulations can attain substantially lower bit error rates (BERs) than their DPSK counterparts. This paper is organized as follows. We first provide in Section II the signal and system models of a 2P-TWR system with PNC and orthogonal signaling. Three baseline receivers at the relay are presented: a full-coherent detector, a noncoherent detector, and a partial-coherent detector. The BER performance of the three detectors is analyzed using the pairwise error event and the characteristic function (CF) approach. The results show a huge performance gap between the full-coherent detector and the two other baseline detectors. This leads us to introduce the decision feedback (DFB) receiver in Section III. The channel identification and estimation issues of this receiver are addressed in detail in this section. Simulation results on the BER of the DFB receiver are presented in Section IV. Comparison with the MSDD for DPSK is also made. Finally, Section V provides the conclusions of this investigation.
We adopt the following notations/definitions throughout this paper: We consider a 2P-TWR network with users A and B bilaterally communicating through a half-duplex relay R. The modulation format adopted by both users is M -ary orthogonal modulation with equiprobable waveforms Φ ≡ {φ 0 (t), φ 1 (t), . . . , φ M−1 (t)}, where
T is the symbols duration, and δ i,j is the Kronecker delta function with δ i,j = 1 when i = j and δ i,j = 0 when i = j. The A → R, B → R, R → A, and R → B links all exhibit Rayleigh flat fading and AWGN. In particular, the signal received at the relay is of the form
(1) where a(t), b(t) ∈ Φ are the source signals, g A (t) and g B (t) are CN (0, σ 2 g ) random processes representing fading in the uplinks, and n(t) is AWGN with a power spectral density of N 0 . The two fading processes have an identical autocorrelation function of
where J 0 (·) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, and f d is the Doppler frequency. Although not the most general channel model for wireless communication, the timeselective Rayleigh flat-fading model does cover a wide range of operating conditions and has been frequently adopted in the literature for signal/receiver design and performance evaluation. The application of the ideas presented in this paper to other channel models, such as a frequency-selective fading channel, would be an interesting topic for future investigation.
The relay correlates the received signal in (1) with the orthogonal waveforms in the set Φ, yielding the following observations: 
, and 3) all the noise terms are statistically independent, i.e.,
An interesting property of the signal structure in (2) is that the sum of all correlator outputs is always the sum fading process, i.e.,
, plus a noise term, irrespective of the transmitted data symbols, i.e.,
As a result, (3) can be used as an estimate of the sum fading gain u [k] . This observation was exploited to form the partialcoherent detector in [25] . Finally, in this paper, we define the symbol SNR as γ s = σ With DaF, the relay selects a symbol from a predefined discrete constellation S R that best matches the observation
. In this investigation, we assume that the relay will continue to use the same M -ary orthogonal modulation. As such, the forwarded symbol is also taken from the set S ≡ {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}. The mapping of different pairs of 
In the following discussion, we consider three reference detectors: full-coherent, noncoherent, and partial-coherent. In the discussion of the three detectors, we can ignore the time index k because CSI is assumed to be known either perfectly or not at all. The practical issue of estimating the sum fading gain
in the partial-coherent detector will be addressed in the following section.
A. Reference Detectors 1) Full-Coherent Detector: By a full-coherent detector, we mean that the individual fading gains are known to the receiver, i.e., f (g) = g. In this case, the conditional pdf p(r|I, J, f (g)) is given in [25] and can be written in the following form:
2) Noncoherent Detector: This is the opposite extreme of the full-coherent detector. The CSI f (g) is the empty set, and the conditional pdf p(r|I, J, f (g)) is shown as
3) Partial-Coherent Detector: Traditionally, the term partial-coherent detection is used to refer to DPSK with differential detection. In this investigation, we use the term partial-coherent detector to refer to a receiver where the sum fading gain, rather than the individual gains, is known, i.e., the CSI is f (g) = g A + g B = u. This is a detection strategy in-between full-coherent and noncoherent detection, and it is unique to PNC with orthogonal modulation. As shown in [25] , the conditional pdf of r given u = g A + g B can be written in the form as (8) , shown at the bottom of the page, where
2 is an identity matrix of size 2, and U 2 is the 2 × 2 all-ones matrix. It should be noted that the formulation of the partial-coherent detector in (8) is based on perfect knowledge of the sum fading gain at the receiver. In the actual simulation of the error performance of the detector, we replace the sum fading gain u in (8) by its estimate. We will demonstrate in the following section how to estimate u in practice, even for a time-selective fading channel.
Depending on the detector type, substituting one of (6)- (8) into (4) and (5) enables the relay to make a decision on the network-coded symbol c.
B. Error Probability Analysis
The upper bounds on the symbol error rate (SER), i.e., P s , and the BER, i.e., P b , of the three detectors in (6)- (8) can be derived using the pairwise error probability (PEP) approach. Specifically, we have
where (a, b) are the transmitted data symbols whose networkcoded symbol is c; (ã,b) represents an alternative pair whose network-coded symbol isc;
) denotes a pairwise error event, with p(r|I, J, f (g)) being the conditional pdf given in (6), (7), or (8); and the inner sum is over all pairs of (ã,b) whose network-coded symbolsc differs from c. While an exhaustive approach can be used to generate the upper bounds in (9) and (10) by computing the sum of individual pairwise error event probabilities (PEP), a more efficient method is to Tables I and II. divide the pairwise error events into classes, enumerate the number of events in each class, and compute the PEP of each class. As shown in Fig. 1 , the pairwise error events are classified
, the Hamming distance between the two tuples (a, b) and (ã,b), and by whether a = b and whetherã =b. Since the scenario a = b andã =b does not constitute an error event (see Tables I and II) , there are only six types of pairwise error events. As explained in the Appendix, we can set, without loss of generality, the values of (a, b) and (ã,b) for the different error event types to those shown in the following:
Let P i , i = I, II, . . . , V I denote the probabilities of the six types of pairwise error events. Then, based on the mappings in Tables I and II , we can show that the upper bounds on the SER and the BER of the three detectors are given by the following general expressions:
It is observed that in the M = 4 case, the upper bound on the BER is two thirds that of the SER. Furthermore, (12) appears to suggest that the BER upper bound for the M = 4 case is higher than that of its binary counterpart. This would be true if both were evaluated using the same symbol SNR γ s . If, however, the calculation is based on the same bit SNR γ b , the upper bound in the M = 4 case can actually be lower than that in the M = 2 case. Using the CF approach, we are able to analytically obtain the PEPs of the three detectors in (6)-(8) (see the Appendix). After substituting these PEPs into (11) and (12) and using large SNR approximation, we obtain the asymptotic BER upper bounds shown in (A1)-(A6) for different M = 2 and M = 4 detectors. The results are plotted in Fig. 2 . It is observed that in both the M = 2 and M = 4 cases, the gap between full- coherent and noncoherent detection is approximately 10 dB, which is much larger than the 3-dB gap found in conventional point-to-point systems (see [27, Fig. 13.3-1] ). However, with the proposed partial-coherent detector, this 10-dB gap can be narrowed down to 7 dB, and it is achieved without the need to transmit any pilot signal nor any significant increase in implementation complexity (refer to the following section).
To further put the performance of the partial-coherent detector in perspective, we compare it against the detector from [24, eq. (23)]. According to [24] , if the fading amplitudes α 1 and α 2 stay constant within a block of data and are known perfectly, then the performance of their detector, with an unknown phase, is given by the blue curve labeled "DNC, which are known α 1 and α 2 " in [24, Fig. 3 ], which is almost identical to that of the proposed partial-coherent detector. However, in actual implementation, the proposed partial-coherent detector has lower complexity because it is much simpler to estimate the sum fading gain u = g A + g B (see the following section) than to estimate α 1 and α 2 according to [24, eqs. (35) - (39)]. Note also that the estimator in [24] is only valid for block fading, whereas that considered in this paper is applicable to time-selective fading. Finally, we like to point out that although the partial-coherent bound in Fig. 2 is obtained under the assumption of perfect sum-gain estimation, it will be shown in the following section that by using a block minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator operating on the sum outputs of the correlators in different symbol intervals, the BER of the partial-coherent detector is indeed very close to that promised by the bound. This excellent agreement can be explained from the observation that every transmitted symbol pair (a, b) from the two users plays the role of implicit pilot symbols for estimating the sum gain.
While the partial-coherent detector promises a 3-dB improvement in SNR over the noncoherent detector without resorting to transmitting any pilot symbols, it still suffers a huge SNR penalty of 7 dB when compared with the fullcoherent detector. In the following section, we propose a DFB strategy that enables the relay receiver to close this huge performance gap. 
This suggests that if the relay can identify those intervals within which the two users transmit different data symbols, then it can separate the two fading gains from the composite receive signal in those intervals and perform channel estimation for the entire block of data through interpolation. In other words, we can devise a DFB receiver that exploits the randomness in the transmitted data to perform channel sounding although no actual pilot symbols are transmitted. Once the fading gains for the entire block of data are estimated, then coherent detection can be used to detect the network-coded symbols all over again. The overall procedure is summarized as follows.
Step 1) Use the partial-coherent detector in (8) to make preliminary decisions on the network-coded symbols
where N is the processing block size.
Step 2) Identify those decisions from Step 1 that correspond to A flowchart summarizing these steps is provided in Fig. 3 . Details of Steps 1 and 3 of this procedure are given in the sections below.
A. Initial Partial-Coherent Detector
To kick start the proposed DFB receiver, we propose to use the partial-coherent detector in (8) . While it is possible to use the noncoherent detector in (7), starting with the partial-coherent detector ensures faster convergence because of its superior performance.
To perform partial-coherent detection, the relay must estimate the sum fading gain
. This can be achieved by first taking the sum of the correlators' outputs in every symbol interval, followed by MMSE estimation. According to (3), the sum output of the correlators is of the formũ
T is given bŷ
is the convariance matrix of u, and I N is an identity matrix of size N . It can be readily shown that the (n, m)th element of Φ uu is φ uu (n, m) = 2σ (14) needed only to be computed once over many blocks, the complexity of (14) will be dominated by the number of (scalar) multiply-and-add (MAD) functions required per block of N symbols, which is just
T is obtained, the relay receiver can then useû[k] in place of the actual sum fading gain u in (8) to perform initial partial-coherent detection.
B. Identification of Individual Fading Patterns
When the initial decision from the partial-coherent detector indicates that the two uplink symbols in the k l th interval are different, the receiver needs to determine (under the assumption that the decision is correct) which correlator output in that interval is associated with g A (t) and which is associated with g B (t) [see (13) ]. For a static fading channel, we can sort the correlator output according to their magnitudes into the vector, i.e.,
set the fading estimates in the k l th interval tõ
and set the final MMSE estimates tô (17) where L is the number of preliminary decisions that indicate
. This sorting rule is based on the intuition that, with static fading and a reasonably large SNR, the two largest correlator outputs must correspond to the fading processes and that the probability of a change of associations of
in intervals k and k +1 is small. While this sorting rule can lead to an ambiguity, i.e., g A is confused with g B , and vice versa, it has no effect on the performance of the final coherent detector. This can be explained from the network coding rules in Tables I and II , which show that the pairs (I, J) and (J, I), I = J, are always encoded into the same network symbol.
For time-selective fading channels, it is possible that the fading patterns g A (t) and g B (t) cross each other in the complex plane within a window of N symbols. When this occurs, there will be a change of associations of
To track the associations, we adopt a differential approach. First, define the initial association to beg[
denote the channel estimates in the first interval within which the channel symbols from the two users are detected to be different. Then, in each subsequent interval within which the users' data symbols are detected to be different, the receiver at the relay computes
and update the associations according tõ 
) is equivalent to maximizing the H l 's in (18) . Because of the form of the conditional pdf, the correlation coefficient ρ (which is real) and the conditional variance μ have no effect on the decision. As observed from (18) , the computation of the decision statistics H 0 and H 1 requires four MAD functions each time the symbols from the users are detected to be different. Given that this occurs with a probability of
the mean complexity isL MAD functions per block of N symbols, whereL
is the average number of intervals (per block of N symbols) that the two users transmit different symbols.
Once the preliminary channel estimates in all those intervals where a[k] and b[k] are detected to be different are obtained, they are organized into the column vectors, i.e.,
and forwarded to an interpolation filter to obtain the final channel estimates at all symbol positions.
C. Channel Interpolation for Time-Selective Fading
We consider two interpolators for obtaining the final channel estimates, i.e.,
from the initial estimates in (22) . The first interpolator is the MMSE estimator, and the second interpolator is a polynomial interpolator based on the least squares (LS) curve fit. In the case of the MMSE estimator, the estimation filter and final channel estimates are
where
Under the assumption of correct initial decisions, including sorting, then the (n, m)th
. . , L, and the (p, q)th element of Φgg is φgg(p, q)
As observed from (24) , to implement the MMSE interpolator, matrix inversion is required. Since the symbol intervals
are random variables, the matrix Φgg is not Toeplitz, and the computationally efficient Levinson-Durbin algorithm cannot be used to obtain its inverse. Using a brute-force method, the inversion of Φgg has complexity on the order of
, the mean complexity for the inversion of Φgg is thus O(L 3 ). As an example, for binary modulations and a window size of N = 64,L 3 = 32 3 and the complexity per symbol required for matrix inversion is thus on the order ofL 3 /N = 512 MAD functions. Reducing the window size to N = 32 will cut the complexity per symbol down to 128, which is a more manageable figure. Since the computational complexities of Φ An alternative to MMSE interpolation is to perform an LS curve fit of the samples ing A ing B using P th-order polynomials 
T , l = A, B, be the vector representations of these two polynomials. It can be shown that the optimal polynomials and the final channel estimates are
respectively, where
is a matrix containing the sampling times raised to different power values, and
is a matrix containing all the symbol times raised to different power values. As observed from (27) , the formation of the matrix X from the sampling times requires L(P − 1) multiplications, whereas the computation of X T X in (25) requires another L(P + 1)
2 MAD functions. The inversion of X T X has complexity of O((P + 1) 3 ), and the multiplication
and
2 , 2L(P − 1), and 2N (P + 1) MAD functions, respectively. After taking the expected value of the sum of these individual complexities, the mean complexity of the proposed LS estimator is (P + 1)
2 , where Q is given by (20) . Since the complexity is dominated by the last term, we can deduce that the complexity is linear in the block size and quadratic in the polynomial order. As shown in the following section, using a second-order (P = 2) interpolator can already produce good performance. Thus, the complexity of the polynomial interpolator is minimal. In addition, the polynomial/LS interpolator requires no knowledge of the channel statistics.
We summarize in Table III the complexity of the different components of the proposed DFB receiver, which is measured in number MAD operations per symbol, for different values of M , N , and P considered in this paper.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of the proposed DFB receiver for orthogonal modulations is evaluated via simulation. Its BER, i.e., P b , will be plotted against the bit SNR, i.e., γ b , with the processing window size N , the interpolator type, the modulation size M , and the Doppler frequency f d as parameters. To put the performance of the DFB receiver for orthogonal modulations into proper perspective, we compare it against that of a DFB MSDD for DPSK. This latter system also does not require the transmission of pilot symbols.
A. Reference DFB Receiver for DPSK
The use of a DFB-MSDD for DPSK in 2P-TWR communication was first suggested in [17] . The receiver works as follows. 
represent past decisions, and Φ gg is the covariance matrix of the fading patterns
2) Find out which pair of channel symbols maximizes the conditional pdf in (29) . This will be the decisions on
3) The detected data symbols are determined according tô Tables I and II. It should be pointed out that the given procedure is suboptimal. The optimal procedure is that which maximizes the sum of the pdfs of all those pairs of (x[K − 1], y[K − 1]) that will be mapped to the same network-coded symbol. The advantage of the suboptimal procedure is that it enables maximization in the log domain, which is much simpler.
B. Simulation Results
We first show in Fig. 4 the simulated BER curves of the partial-coherent detector (i.e., no feedback) and the proposed DFB detector, with one round of feedback, for binary orthogonal signals at a Doppler frequency of f d T = 0.005. This fading rate is found to be the highest that the proposed DBF receiver can support while maintaining a performance close to ideal coherent detection. Although it cannot be considered as fast fading in the context of older generations of narrowband systems (data rate on the order of tens of kilobits per second), an f d T of 0.005 is more than sufficient to handle all realistic mobility conditions for third generation/fourth generation-type transmission rates (at 1 Mb/s or above) and frequencies (in the 1-2-GHz range). The window size for decision-aided channel estimation considered in Fig. 4 is N = 32, and MMSE channel interpolation is employed. Moreover, included in the figure are the BER upper bounds for the partial-coherent and full-coherent detectors. Note that these bounds are obtained under the assumption of ideal channel estimation, and hence, they are not affected by the Doppler frequency. It is observed that the partialcoherent detector performs what its bound promises and that DFB provides an impressive 6-dB improvement in power efficiency. At a large SNR, the gap between full-coherent detection and the proposed DFB receiver is now reduced to only 1 dB.
We show next in Fig. 5 how the window size N and the interpolator type affect the BER performance of the proposed DFB receiver. Results for N = 16, 32, and 128 at f d T = 0.005 are shown for both the MMSE and second-order (P = 2) polynomial interpolators. It is observed that the optimal window size for both types of interpolators is N = 32 at this fade rate. The reason why there exists an optimal window size is because a larger window will, in general, generate more channel samples for the decision-aided estimator and, hence, a potential improvement in estimation accuracy. On the other hand, if the window size is too large, then there is an increased probability that the two uplink fading patterns cross each other in the complex plane within the observation window. These crossings of the fading patterns may, from time to time, create confusion in the channel tracking algorithm in (19) , leading to a degraded performance. Of the two types of interpolators, the MMSE interpolator is less sensitive to the change in window size. Furthermore, at a large SNR, the N = 32 MMSE interpolator provides a 1-dB improvement over its LS counterpart. Hence, in conclusion, from a performance perspective, the MMSE channel interpolator is preferred over the polynomial interpolator. On the other hand, the latter has lower implementation complexity. Although not shown, we found that third-order polynomial interpolators provide only marginal performance improvement over the second-order interpolators shown in Fig. 3 .
To put the performance of the proposed DFB receiver for orthogonal signaling into proper perspective, we compare it against the DFB-MSDD for DPSK in Section IV-A. Results of the comparisons for binary modulations at f d T = 0 and f d T = 0.005 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Moreover, included in these figures are the BER curves of the ideal coherent detectors for both schemes. In the DPSK case, we investigate two window sizes: K = 2 (conventional twosymbol detection) and K = 8. In the latter case, we consider both ideal feedback and actual feedback. It is observed that while orthogonal modulation is worse than PSK when full CSI is available to the relay detectors, the opposite is true when CSI based on DFB is employed. For example, in the static fading case (see Fig. 6 ) and at a BER of 10 −3 , the K = 8 DFB-MSDD with actual feedback is 1 dB worse than the proposed DFB receiver for orthogonal modulations. When f d T increases to 0.005 (see Fig. 7 ), the advantage of the proposed scheme over the K = 8 DFB-MSDD with actual feedback increases to 4 dB. Note that even with ideal feedback, the performance of the MSDD still does not exceed that of the proposed scheme.
Finally, Fig. 8 K = 4, with both ideal and actual feedback, were considered. The phase offset between the quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) constellations of the two users was set to = π/3, as this was found, although by trial and error, to yield the best results. In comparing the results in Fig. 8 with those in Fig. 6 , it is observed that quaternary orthogonal modulations can provide a 2-dB improvement in power efficiency over binary orthogonal modulations at a BER of 10 −3 . In contrast, the performance of DPSK rapidly deteriorates as M increases from M = 2 to M = 4. The gap between the proposed DFB receiver for M = 4 orthogonal modulations and the K = 4 DFB-MSDD is an astounding 8 dB. As a matter of fact, the performance of the proposed receiver almost coincides with that of coherent QPSK. Although not shown, we found that when the Doppler frequency increases to f d T = 0.005, the performance of M = 4 DPSK deteriorates further, while the proposed M = 4 orthogonal modulation scheme is able to maintain its performance.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have proposed in this paper a DFB receiver for 2P-TWR communication that employs pilotless orthogonal modulation in the uplink and PNC in the downlink. The receiver is based on the observation that if the two uplink symbols are different, then the individual fading gains affecting these symbols can be identified and tracked. The fading estimates obtained this way can then be used in a coherent detector to improve the reliability of the detected data at the relay. To ensure fast convergence, we propose to kick start the DFB receiver using a partial-coherent detector developed earlier by the authors (as opposed to using a standard noncoherent detector). Simulation results indicate that the proposed receiver can attain a performance that is within 1 dB of an ideal full-coherent detector. Furthermore, the BERs of the proposed DFB receiver for binary and quaternary orthogonal modulations are significantly lower than their differential PSK counterparts equipped with a DFB-MSDD. This is quite different from conventional point-to-point communication over Rayleigh fading channels, where binary and quaternary PSK modulations have lower BERs than their orthogonal modulation counterparts (refer to [27, Fig. 13.3-1] ). For example, the proposed DFB receiver for M = 4 orthogonal modulations is consistently 8 dB more power efficient than its differential QPSK counterpart that uses a DFB-MSDD. While it is true that this advantage is achieved at the expense of higher signal dimensionality and, hence, a higher transmission bandwidth, however, if coding and modulation are jointly considered, it is very likely that orthogonal modulations will end up enjoying a higher overall throughput because of this "head start" in power efficiency that they have over QPSK at the modulation level. As for implementation, the proposed receiver, with MMSE channel interpolation, has acceptable complexity as long as the processing window size is not too large. A substantial reduction in implementation complexity is possible through the use of polynomial interpolators instead of MMSE at the expense of a modest loss in performance.
In conclusion, the proposed DFB receiver is a promising detection strategy for 2P-TWR communication systems that employ orthogonal modulation and PNC. Although the current investigation focuses on a time-selective Rayleigh flatfading environment, the authors believe that the proposed DFB methodology can also be employed in systems operating in a dense multipath environment, for example, some variants of the ultrawideband systems considered in [28] and [29] . Another possible extension of the current investigation is the development of a more accurate channel identification/tracking technique to handle faster fading.
APPENDIX
As in [25] , every pairwise error event that appears in (9) and (10) can be expressed in terms of a quadratic form D = X † QX being less/greater than a nonnegative threshold T 0 , where X is a complex Gaussian vector, and Q is a Hermitian matrix.
Once a pairwise error event is described in terms of the above quadratic form, its probability can be easily evaluated using the CF approach, as suggested in [25] . Since the study in [25] is restricted to binary modulations, the adoption of the Gaussian vector X = (g A , g B , n 0 , n 1 )
T is sufficient to capture all the error events (equivalent to Type-I and Type-III events in Fig. 1 ) in all the detectors for those modulations. As a result, the covariance matrix of X (required in the PEP calculation) does not depend on the transmitted symbols. In the current investigation however, given that we consider both binary and quaternary modulations, the Gaussian vector X in the quadratic form, strictly speaking, varies with the modulation size, the detector type, and the specific pairwise error event. We will demonstrate that, without loss of generality, we can always set X = (r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , g A , g B ) T , where r 0 , r 1 , and r 2 are the output of the first three correlators. The corresponding covariance matrix is dependent on the transmitted symbols. In the following, we use two examples to illustrate how to determine the PEP using the CF approach and how to group together pairwise error events with identical PEP.
Consider first the pairwise error event in the M = 4 system defined by (a, b) = (0, 0) and (ã,b) = (1, 2). The corresponding network-coded symbols, i.e., c = 0 andc = 3, have binary assignments that differ in both bit positions (refer to Table II ). With the partial-coherent detector in (8) , this error event is equivalent to ln p(r|a
under the conditions that r 0 = g A + g B + n 0 and r i = n i , i = 1, 2. Here, T 0 = ln(1 + γ s ) and the vector X and the matrix Q that defines the quadratic form are, respectively, X = (r 0 , r 1 , r 2 , g A , g B ) T , and Consider next a second pairwise error event in the M = 4 system defined by (a, b) = (2, 2) and (ã,b) = (1, 3). As in the first example above, these two pairs have a Hamming distance of 2 between them at the symbol level. This time however, the corresponding network symbols c = 0 andc = 2 have binary assignments that differ only in the first bit position. Assuming again a partial-coherent detector, this error event is equivalent to ln p(r|a = 2, b = 2, u) − ln p (r|ã = 1,b = 3, u) Note that in the M = 2 case, only Type-I and Type-III error events are to be considered in the error probability calculation. In these cases, r 2 becomes a virtual correlator, and the third rows and third columns of both Q and Φ XX are set to zero. In the M = 4 case, all six types of error events on the list are used in the error probability calculation. It should also be pointed out that with the M = 4 mapping in Table II , it is not possible to have an error event where a = b =ã =b. As such, (ã,b) = (2, 0) is the only choice that has a Hamming distance of 2 to (a, b) = (0, 1) under scenario VI. Table IV summarizes the poles and threshold of each type of error events for each of the three detectors in Section II. Note that when the threshold is T 0 = 0, positive poles should be used to compute the pairwise error event probability, i.e., Pr[D = X † QX < 0] = − RP poles Φ D (s)/s. Using the given method, we were able to analytically determine all the pairwise error event probabilities of the three detectors. After substituting them into (12) 
